
Open Phase Detection Framework 
The Open Phase Detection Framework was developed to detect meter installation faults in which one or 

two voltage inputs are floating on a blade-powered meter. This may be caused by issues such as a 

voltage input fuse failure or severed connection. The framework utilizes a simple algorithm to compare 

the symmetrical components of the Wye-connected 3-phase system. Particularly, this methodology 

compares the zero sequence magnitude (ZSM), positive sequence magnitude (PSM), and negative 

sequence magnitude (NSM) of the measured voltages. More information on symmetrical components 

can be found here: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Symmetrical_components 

Scope 
The objective of the Open Phase Detection Framework is to identify an open phase condition. 

Additionally, if enabled, the framework will clamp the kW, kVAR, and kVA reading on the open phase(s) 

to zero and remove the open phase(s) from the energy accumulation calculation.  

This algorithm is intended for 3-wire Wye systems only. If the meter is set to any other volts mode 

(including single-phase) the framework should be disabled via the Cond Pwr enbl External Boolean 

module to prevent undesired behavior. 

When enabled, the per-phase power displayed in ION Enterprise/PME will also reflect the change: 

 

The existing Phase [n] lost modules are triggered when one or more phases approaches Vref; this can 

indicate a problem with the power grid, such as a downed or switched-off line. Conversely, the open 

phase condition indicates a localized installation or wiring issue in which one voltage measurement 

channel is floating and the actual voltage of that phase is unknown.  

Note that if all three phases are open, the blade-powered meter will lose power and turn off. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Symmetrical_components


Mode of operation 

 

Figure 1 

The Open Phase Detection Framework (Figure 1) is implemented with two basic parts: open phase 

detection, and power adjustment. In the diagram above, the shortcut modules were pre-existing. Power 

is adjusted early on in the framework so that all downstream modules, including energy integration, are 

in agreement. The framework is essentially inserted between the MU Power Meter module and its 

downstream connected compensation and scaling modules: PowerComp1, PowerComp2, 

ScaledOpVals3, and ScaledOpVals4. The new components are described in the following section.  

 

 

 

 

 “OpenPhaseCalc” Arithmetic Module  

The OpenPhaseCalc Arithmetic module uses three formula setup registers to output 

three Boolean results, one for each voltage phase.  

                  

Figure 2 

The three formula setup registers contain the same basic equation – the only difference being the 

applicable voltage phase (shown in red below). The entire equation is shown more clearly below. 

Pre-existing modules 

with modified inputs. 



Equation 1: Open phase calculation 

                     
   

              
                                              

            

After ensuring the conditional power framework is enabled (condPowerEnbl), the first part of the 

equation checks for a floating/open voltage input by calculating the ratio of ZSM to the sum of PSM + 

NSM. If this ratio becomes greater than 0.37, then an open phase condition is likely present. This 

operates based on the principal that the phasors become exceptionally unbalanced during an open 

voltage input fault condition. By using the sum of PSM and NSM in the denominator the framework 

supports phasor in both clockwise and counter-clockwise rotation directions. 

The second part of the equation compares the pertinent voltage phase with 0.8 of the nominal voltage 

set in the Sag/Swell module. If the particular phase is less than this AND there is an open phase 

condition, then the calculated phase can be identified with reasonable confidence as the open phase. 

The third part of the equation compares the pertinent voltage phase with 0.2 of the average Vln of all 

three phases. If the particular phase is not greater than the 0.2 of the average then it is likely a phase 

loss condition (V[n] close to Vref) is present, and not an open phase. 

The per-phase outputs result in 0 in a normal, no-fault condition, and 1 if an open phase is present on 

the voltage input.  

 “Open adj k[W, VAR, VA]” Arithmetic Modules 

 The Open adj k[W, VAR, VA] Arithmetic modules monitor the state of the 

OpenPhaseCalc Arithmetic module and adjust the power accordingly. Each of these 

Arithmetic modules outputs total and per-phase adjusted power for use by pre-existing 

ION revenue framework. The formulae used in the Arithmetic modules setup registers 

are as follows: 

Equation 2: MU kW a adj (conditionally adjusted kW a value) 

                                              

                       

After the same equation is used to adjust all three phases for kW, filling the output registers, R1, R2, and 

R3, then the total kW is calculated as follows: 

Equation 3: MU kW tot adj (conditionally adjusted total kW value) 

                                       

                        

Where MU kW a,b,c and MU kW tot are inputs coming from the MU Power Meter module. 



The Arithmetic modules, Open adj kVAR and Open adj kVA use the same formula as Open adj kW and, 

hence, it should be noted that when Cond Pwr enbl is enabled AND an open phase is detected, kVA will 

only be calculated by Sum of Phases, regardless of the “kVA tot Method” setup register in the Power 

Meter module. 

Framework Installation 
The custom framework is built onto the 8650A_V400_FAC_V4.1.0.0.1 factory template and can be sent 

to the meter using ION Setup. 

Additionally, the Open Phase Detection Framework modules are included in an FWN file. This can be 

pasted using ION Enterprise Designer into an existing template. Check the box at the bottom of the 

dialog to Maintain external inputs box when pasting. 

User Adjustments 
The framework should work as-is, but may need slight adjustments if it is reporting incorrectly. In the 

OpenPhaseCalc Arithmetic module, the symmetrical component ratio is compared to the integer 37. 

This was found to work best in laboratory tests, but could be increased or decreased depending on the 

specific system. Decreasing this number will make the detection more sensitive to phasor imbalance 

while increasing the number will make the detection less sensitive.  

Accuracy Notes 
Metering a three-phase system with one or more open voltage phases is inherently prone to inaccuracy. 

This framework halts the accumulation of energy on the open phase(s) in the system, with the idea that 

the user may subsequently reincorporate the estimated missing energy based on a balanced system. 

This operation introduces some non-negligible degree of error. 

Some further, though miniscule error may be introduced into the transformer / line loss (TLC) 

calculations (if enabled). These calculated losses are added to or subtracted from the total energy. With 

an open voltage phase, these total losses will be calculated to be somewhat more than 2/3 of the loss 

which would have been calculated using three connected phases. The total error introduced into the 

meter’s total reported power should fall within the meter accuracy. 


